STEPPING MOTOR OUTPUT CABLE

DETAIL 'A'

AMP FLSG. 740448-3 (EC7786)
VERS TO WIRE SIDE OF CONNECTOR
BURNER FLG. 740448-2 (EC7786)
BURNING FLG. SIDE TO SIDE
CABLE GRAY WIRE (EC7143)

DETAIL 'B'

AMP FLG. 740448-2 (EC7786)
VERS TO WIRE SIDE OF CONNECTOR
BURNER FLG. 740448-5 (EC7786)
BURNING FLG. SIDE TO SIDE
CABLE GRAY WIRE (EC7143)

COORDS (EC7143) #1 WIRE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
COORDS (EC7143) #2 WIRE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
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